§ 1915.502 Fire safety plan.

(a) Employer responsibilities. The employer must develop and implement a written fire safety plan that covers all the actions that employers and employees must take to ensure employee safety in the event of a fire. (See Appendix A to this subpart for a Model Fire Safety Plan.)

(b) Plan elements. The employer must include the following information in the fire safety plan:

1. Identification of the significant fire hazards;
2. Procedures for recognizing and reporting unsafe conditions;
3. Alarm procedures;
4. Procedures for notifying employees of a fire emergency;
5. Procedures for notifying fire response organizations of a fire emergency;
6. Procedures for evacuation;
7. Procedures to account for all employees after an evacuation; and
8. Names, job titles, or departments for individuals who can be contacted for further information about the plan.

(c) Reviewing the plan with employees. The employer must review the plan with each employee at the following times:

1. Within 90 days of December 14, 2004, for employees who are currently working;
2. Upon initial assignment for new employees; and
3. When the actions the employee must take under the plan change because of a change in duties or a change in the plan.

(d) Additional employer requirements. The employer also must:

1. Keep the plan accessible to employees, employee representatives, and OSHA;
2. Review and update the plan whenever necessary, but at least annually;
3. Document that affected employees have been informed about the plan as required by paragraph (c) of this section; and
4. Ensure any outside fire response organization that the employer expects to respond to fires at the employer's worksite has been given a copy of the current plan.

(e) Contract employers. Contract employers in shipyard employment must have a fire safety plan for their employees, and this plan must comply with the host employer's fire safety plan.

§ 1915.503 Precautions for hot work.

(a) General requirements—(1) Designated Areas. The employer may designate areas for hot work in sites such as vessels, vessel sections, fabricating shops, and subassembly areas that are free of fire hazards.

(b) Specific requirements—(1) Maintaining fire hazard-free conditions. The employer must keep all hot work areas free of new hazards that may cause or contribute to the spread of fire. Unexpected energizing and energy release are covered by 29 CFR 1915.181, Subpart L. Exposure to toxic and hazardous substances is covered in 29 CFR 1915.1000 through 1915.1450, subpart Z.

(2) Fuel gas and oxygen supply lines and torches. The employer must make sure that:

1. No unattended fuel gas and oxygen hose lines or torches are in confined spaces;
2. No unattended charged fuel gas and oxygen hose lines or torches are in enclosed spaces for more than 15 minutes; and
3. All fuel gas and oxygen hose lines are disconnected at the supply manifold at the end of each shift;
4. All disconnected fuel gas and oxygen hose lines are rolled back to the supply manifold or to open air to disconnect the torch; or extended fuel gas
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and oxygen hose lines are not reconnected at the supply manifold unless the lines are given a positive means of identification when they were first connected and the lines are tested using a drop test or other positive means to ensure the integrity of fuel gas and oxygen burning system.

§ 1915.504 Fire watches.

(a) Written fire watch policy. The employer must create and keep current a written policy that specifies the following requirements for employees performing fire watch in the workplace:
   (1) The training employees must be given (§ 1915.508(c) contains detailed fire watch training requirements);
   (2) The duties employees are to perform;
   (3) The equipment employees must be given; and
   (4) The personal protective equipment (PPE) that must be made available and worn as required by 29 CFR Part 1915, Subpart I.

(b) Posting fire watches. The employer must post a fire watch if during hot work any of the following conditions are present:
   (1) Slag, weld splatter, or sparks might pass through an opening and cause a fire;
   (2) Fire-resistant guards or curtains are not used to prevent ignition of combustible materials on or near decks, bulkheads, partitions, or overheads;
   (3) Combustible material closer than 35 ft. (10.7m) to the hot work in either the horizontal or vertical direction cannot be removed, protected with flame-proof covers, or otherwise shielded with metal or fire-resistant guards or curtains;
   (4) The hot work is carried out on or near insulation, combustible coatings, or sandwich-type construction that cannot be shielded, cut back, or removed, or in a space within a sandwich type construction that cannot be inerted;
   (5) Combustible materials adjacent to the opposite sides of bulkheads, decks, overheads, metal partitions, or sandwich-type construction may be ignited by conduction or radiation;
   (6) The hot work is close enough to cause ignition through heat radiation or conduction on the following:
      (i) Insulated pipes, bulkheads, decks, partitions, or overheads; or
      (ii) Combustible materials and/or coatings;
   (7) The work is close enough to unprotected combustible pipe or cable runs to cause ignition; or
   (8) A Marine Chemist, a Coast Guard-authorized person, or a shipyard Competent Person, as defined in 29 CFR Part 1915, Subpart B, requires that a fire watch be posted.

(c) Assigning employees to fire watch duty. (1) The employer must not assign other duties to a fire watch while the hot work is in progress.
   (2) Employers must ensure that employees assigned to fire watch duty:
      (i) Have a clear view of and immediate access to all areas included in the fire watch;
      (ii) Are able to communicate with workers exposed to hot work;
      (iii) Are authorized to stop work if necessary and restore safe conditions within the hot work area;
      (iv) Remain in the hot work area for at least 30 minutes after completion of the hot work, unless the employer or its representative surveys the exposed area and makes a determination that there is no further fire hazard;
      (v) Are trained to detect fires that occur in areas exposed to the hot work;
      (vi) Attempt to extinguish any incipient stage fires in the hot work area that are within the capability of available equipment and within the fire watch’s training qualifications, as defined in § 1915.508;
      (vii) Alert employees of any fire beyond the incipient stage; and
      (viii) If unable to extinguish fire in the areas exposed to the hot work, activate the alarm.
   (3) The employer must ensure that employees assigned to fire watch are physically capable of performing these duties.

§ 1915.505 Fire response.

(a) Employer responsibilities. The employer must:
   (1) Decide what type of response will be provided and who will provide it; and